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There have been a number of changes to your Committee: the time
and effort the retirees have given on the members behalf is notable.
Special thanks to the members who have contributed studio ideas,
reports and articles for this edition. Without them there would only
be some dry announcements.

Group and Members News
URGENT - OPPORTUNITIES TO BECOME MORE INVOLVED
Vasu Reddy will be stepping down from her role as Exhibitions Coordinator for the SCG after the Bishops Kitchen
Exhibition this year, after three years in the role. Lynn Nicholls is stepping in as Deputy now, with a view to taking
over as Exhibitions Coordinator after the summer. We will need a Deputy Exhibitions Coordinator from the autumn, so
anyone who is interested please email vasureddyceramics@gmail.com to discuss what it involves.
The committee is trying to set up a deputy for all roles so that the roles are both more fun to perform and to allow for
smooth transitions when needed. In this vein we need someone to take over as Display Manager (there is a good
team already for this, but we need a lead person) and a deputy to Tim Thornton for social media work. If you think
you might be interested please email or call Vasu to have a chat.
We also need to hear from members with possible storage space (for a few plinths or lighting equipment) at their
homes - if you think you might have space could you discuss this with us?

Membership Secretary - Welcome to Jane Ogden-Swift who has kindly agreed to step into the breach after Debbie
Page found the role would no longer work with her new job. Many thanks to Debbie for all her hard work and for
agreeing to remain in the post for longer than ideal and to induct Jane at the busiest time in our membership year.

Kevin Akhurst - Having run our Chichester exhibition for some years and then remaining on the committee
providing valuable advice and help, Kevin has had to step down. He has found his other wide ranging commitments
in the world of ceramics as well as being organiser of our Glaze Group more than fill his time. He says he hopes to
always be available for any urgent needs SCG may have for short term help, and plans to continue to attend our
events. The committee express their thanks to him as an invaluable member of the SCG team.
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Group and Members News - cont.
A welcome to our new members…
Dr Harriet Fowler
Miss Patricia Shearing
Mrs Stef Hunter
Mrs Sarah Shorthouse
Mrs Jo Arkell
Mrs Sallie Sumnall
Mrs Sheena Bond
Alissa Knight
Samuel Chatto
Ms Wendy Brenan

Southsea
Winchester
Uckfield
Stockbridge
Andover
Chichester
Bishopstoke
Petersfield
Southsea

Next Committee Meeting.
The committee meets every few months or so and our next meeting will be:
Wednesday 8 July at 7.30 at Vasu’s House, “Tanglewood” Outlands Lane, Curdridge, SO30 2HD
If you have anything you would like to bring to our attention please contact:
Sandie Dixon, 2sandie@tiscali.co.uk or any other member of the committee.

Successful Empty Bowls, Portsmouth - Lynn Nicholls extends huge thanks to members of the Southern Ceramics
Group who in total contributed over 30 bowls to Portsmouth's Empty Bowl event on 6 December 2019.
This year was the third ‘Empty Bowls’ event in collaboration with St Simon’s Church in Southsea. ‘Empty Bowls’ was
set up by members of the Maker's Guild Potters in Portsmouth. It's an opportunity to host a simple community meal
of soup and bread to raise funds for the homeless and hungry. The ticketed event allows the choice of bowl selected
and used to be retained. This year over £1,300 was raised and all the proceeds went to St Simon’s Church who
actively support the homeless and vulnerable.
Maker's Guild and Southern Ceramics member Lynn Nicholls says “For the past three years local and regional potters
have made over 100 bowls for each year and every event has sold out! The generosity of all involved is incredible
whether it’s making bowls, soup or helping to run the evening. It is truly a great community event for a worthy
cause.”
Lynn was keen to involve members of
the public and through the Maker’s
Guild she ran a series of bowl making
workshops over the summer where
55 slab made bowls were made in
two sessions!
Paula Savage, novice potter, attended
the event last year and was keen to
make bowls in the workshop. “It was
a real treat, I made five bowls for the
event and it was a great introduction
to an art form we don’t see enough
of in the city. I’d love to do this
again”.
Empty Bowls takes place on 6 December each year as it is St. Nicholas Day. He was a third-century saint who sold all
his possessions and gave his money to the poor dedicating his life to serving the sick and suffering.
If SCG members would like to donate bowls for 6 December 2020 then please email lynnsnics@yahoo.co.uk Bowls
could be donated at the next pottery demonstration event or collection arranged.
The members who contributed bowls were: Gill Hunter, Rachel Rankin-Hayward, Tim Thornton, Linda Dance, Debbie
Mitchelson, Abby Ducharme, Alec Roberts, Lynn Nicholls.
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Group and Members News - cont.
Maureen Rothstein - Jan Griffiths has drawn attention to a short Facebook video and a web article concerning one
of our honorary members Maureen Rothstein. They cover aspects of her career as a British studio potter and an
activist for women.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/BritishStudioPottery/permalink/1226983100823767/
http://womenscommunityactivism.projects.portsmouthuni.ac.uk/?
fbclid=IwAR2qCZOYRWA4eWxZIl0npBvYNv6Wu7RwT3Qyu7JrGOFrHbzt3OwwZQcBlzg

What’s On
SCG DEMONSTRATIONS
Gareth Mason
Frances Doherty

26 Apr 20, Petersfield.
25 Oct 20, Denmead.

POSTPONED as a Coronavirus precaution

POT PICS WORKSHOP
Or, as promised in the last edition: how to photograph your work.
Tim Thornton and John Howell will lead a workshop on taking photos of your ceramics with your phone or camera,
and the essentials of photo editing for social media or other purposes. A mixture of talks, demos, and things for you
to do so that you can take better photos of your creations. It is aimed at those who are not enthusiastic amateur
photographers but who take snapshots.
Please bring a few pots to photograph, the phone or camera you usually use and a laptop/tablet if you have one.
Coffee, tea and biscuits will be available on the day.
Please bring a contribution to an American Supper style lunch, as well as your own crockery and cutlery
10.00 - 4.00 Sunday 7 June
Denmead Community Centre, School Lane, Denmead, Waterlooville, PO7 6LU
£5 members, £10 guests, POSTPONED as a Coronavirus precaution

POTTERY CLASSES
Daniel Pratep is now running classes from his newly built pottery in
Farnborough. (Editors note: Daniel was a contestant in the 2nd
series of The Great Pottery Throw Down.)
Please contact on danielpceramics@gmail.com if interested in
lessons or one-to-one sessions.
www.danielpratappottery.co.uk
instagramcom/daniel_pratap
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What’s On - cont.

CABBY LUXFORD - will be exhibiting at Leith Hill Place, from 1-31
May. This an exhibition by Wey Ceramics with guest artist Steven
Edwards which is inspired by evolution, and draws on the link
between the location and naturalist Charles Darwin. Functional,
decorative and sculptural pieces will be displayed in the house and in
the garden.
Additionally Cabby hopes to be exhibiting at ‘Potfest in the Fens” 31
July - 2 Aug, and “A Festival of Ceramics” at Exeter in September.

NEW GALLERY OPENING IN LYMINGTON.
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Harriet Wesley has been a Southern Ceramic
Group Member since 2013. She has taken
over a small grade 2 listed shop in Lymington
in Hampshire and with her daughter has
turned it into a gallery.
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As well as ceramics, they will be showing a
range of art and crafts including, painting,
prints, jewellery, textiles, glass, metalwork
and woodwork. Their first exhibition is titled
‘Spring to Life’, appropriate given the time of
year and the bringing to life of their new
venture. The first exhibition will feature
work by SCG members Margaret Newton
with her smoke fired birds and Gill Waller, as
well as Linda Chew, Penny Spooner, Alice
Funge and Harriet Wesley.
Unfortunately their doors have not been
opened to the public due to the current
climate.

Their private view opening night was a Virtual one, broadcasting to Instagram. They now have their website up and
running and are soon to open an on line shop to sell from there. You can find them at www.chalksgallery.co.uk
where there is more information about all the artists involved.
Their vision is to create a space that welcomes the artist and enables them to create a community as a counter to the
daunting process of approaching a gallery with your work. They plan to run several themed exhibitions over the year.
The next, in June, will have a seaside theme and after that a New Forest theme. So if you think your work might fit
into their up and coming exhibitions please send an email with some pictures to put you into their selection process.
The gallery is called “Chalk’s” after Harriet’s daughter’s grandfather who used to own a sweet shop of the same name
in Lymington.
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What’s On - cont.

DEREK MATTHEWS - For the third year in succession SCG member
Derek Matthews has been invited to participate in the Fircroft
Summer Exhibition. He will being showing a wide selection of his
whimsical works at this exhibition that's now celebrating its 25th
year.
12th - 28th June 2020
Fircroft
Albury Heath, Albury, Guildford, GU5 9DD
“Every summer, artist Frank Taylor and his wife Christine open their
home, a large early Victorian house and garden on Albury Heath in
the Surrey Hills, to show the work of more than fifty artists whose
work they admire. Many of these artists are well-known in their part
of the world, some have national or international reputations, but
their work is not often shown in this area of the southeast.”
https://www.fircroft.info/

CPA - CONTEMPORARY CERAMICS CENTRE at 63 Great Russell Street, London, WC1B 3BF
Paul Philp
9 Apr - 2 May
PV Wed 8 Apr
Timeless vessels featuring expressive abstract marks
Lisa Hammond
7 May - 30 May
PV Wed 6 May
Confident forms celebrating the nature of clay
Sue Hanna & Antonia Salmon
4 Jun - 27 Jun
PV Wed 3 Jun
Smoke-fired works embracing geometry
Jeremy Steward & Ruthanne Tudball
2 July - 25 July
Richly glazed ceramics full of individual character
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Social Media - Tim Thornton
Tim runs the SCG social media accounts on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter.
Whilst these will be useful in helping to promote events such as Bishop’s Kitchen, and Winchester the aim is to keep
them active all year round, partly to build up a following for the events, and also to spread information round to
members of the group (this will be in addition to existing channels like Tony’s emails and the newsletter).
Please email Tim at his address below with anything you’d like posted – it could be a nice pot you’ve made, some
spare kit you want to sell off, an exhibition you attended or you have coming up, or anything else that may be
relevant. Also, images! Preferably at least 1024 pixels square resolution (don’t worry about them being too large),
and if they can have nice wide borders it makes it easier for him to crop them to the different image sizes Instagram
and Facebook use. If you have video, then even better. But without images it won’t get posted on Instagram, and
you’ll need to persuade him that it is worth posting on the other accounts.
Our accounts are below – please follow them, so SCG posts appear in your feed.
Also, if you would like SCG members to see what you are posting on your social media account(s), please use the
following link to let us know your account details:
https://www.southernceramicgroup.org.uk/members-page/social-media/
Southern Ceramic Group Social Media
Instagram:
@southernceramicsgroup
Facebook:
@southernceramicsgroup
Twitter:
@southernceramic
Tim Thornton, scg_social@southernceramicgroup.org.uk

Newsletter matters
Next Copy Deadline - Please note that I would appreciate contributions for the next newsletter by 7 June for a
distribution date of 1 July 2020.
Keep me posted, please, at any time before the deadline with news of your own exhibitions that will take place
during the course of the next newsletter edition or beyond, and any other news or technical matters that might be
shared.
Photos. Please send these as separate files. If your document contains embedded photos that is not a problem as it
shows me where they should be placed but I do need them as separate files as well.
Neil Dewey, neilhdewey@gmail.com
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Memories - David Burns
The following contribution from David Burns, a new member, is both a memory of his early introduction to ceramics
and a description of an interesting and well-tried method of designing glazes.

HARRY HORLOCK-STRINGER,
Master Potter, 1927-2014
I first met Harry on one of his renowned pottery
weeks at his workshop home, Taggs Yard on
Barnes Common, an ex-stables for working
victorian horses. Eighteen months previously I
had lost a leg and collected a lot of other injuries
in an accident crossing the road for school so on
my first day was not quite 14 years old. I had,
however, made up my mind that my erstwhile
dream job of joining the RAF and becoming a pilot
was now in the bin. As very young children with
an art teacher mother my brother and I had been
the beneficiaries of an artistic upbringing so I
decided then and there to become a potter.
Turning up at Taggs Yard with mother on the first
day, bright and summery in 1968, seemed like the
start of a big adventure: the old yard having
previously been the home of Augustus and Gwen
John.
My first impression of Harry was of a larger than
life amiable man with a disarming smile and a
brilliant sense of humour who, it seemed to me, to
know pottery magic. His courses were always
booked up well ahead of time often with returning
students from all over the world. So for me the
whole experience was mind blowing. I learnt so
much as if by osmosis. Harry's wife, a cordon bleu
chef, supplied us with wonderful lunches every
day, always a new flavour combination to try.
Beautiful food definitely conducive to discussion
and learning.
My initial view of Harry as some kind of pottery
magician god soon changed as it wasn't magic.
He always generously shared everything he knew
with us interspersed with great stories (a trait I
have inherited). His catch phrase was "if it works
for you it's right". However for me he always
remained a god. The shelves in the studio which
was separate from the house were
comprehensively stocked with small tubs of every
ingredient for clay and glaze you could imagine,
some I had at that time never even heard of.

The first course we did was all about glaze
making. We had all previously been asked to try
and find 'local' clay to use in a glaze. I was living
in Sunbury on Thames at the time when the M3
into Central London was being built. During the
course of construction, a bridge over the Thames
to carry the motorway was raised at Laleham (a
regular swimming spot for us kids). We watched
the enormous diggers tasked with the job as they
gouged tons and tons of a dark sticky mud out of
the river bed and it's surrounding environs.
Having an uncle who just happened to be a
geologist was very helpful as he identified the
resulting sticky stuff, it turned out to be London
Blue Clay. I managed to persuade my dad to fill
the boot of his car up a couple of times with it.
I always wish I had taken more. Its beautiful dark
blue/black appearance, not unlike fired
engineering bricks, was due to carboniferous
matter in the clay that on bisque firing burnt out
and turned it a bright orange. It was also very
plastic. Its only drawback was as an earthenware
clay it wasn't resilient enough and would start to
melt at 960 degrees centigrade but as a glaze
ingredient, perfect!
My next revelation was key to my understanding
glazes. How do we know which minerals to use
and in what combinations. Harry's simple rule
blood - flesh - bone sorted out my thinking. He
used to say imagine a human being, what makes
them tick? The three aforementioned things,
blood, flesh and bones. He gave us a chart with
three columns headed blood, flesh and bones, and
under each a group of elements or minerals that
could be described with those characteristics. For
example in the blood column (fluxes), frits, lead,
borax: flesh (fillers), feldspar, whiting, clays: bones
(structure) flint, quartz. If you started from a base
of one ingredient from each of the lists and mix
them you would get a glaze (he said) - we
laughed. So we thought about what glazes we
liked over much discussion and eventually in
groups of three set about choosing our ingredients
and mixing and sieving them before putting them
onto test tiles to be fired overnight and ready for
us to examine the following day.
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Memories - David Burns - cont.

Hey presto, the next morning the tests were
brought in and discussed at length by Harry and
the group. Good and bad points, uses and
suitability etc.
After lunch the session was devoted to developing
and fine tuning our results. Some were dry, some
too runny, some crazed and some crawled. "How
do we fix things Harry”, we all asked. Da da daaaa
- the infamous triaxial blend was unveiled. "Scary
lines and numbers!” - see illustration.

After our initial trepidation the triaxial blend
ceased to be a monster and turned into the best
friend I ever had. Starting with an equilateral
triangle divided equally into smaller triangles using
our three chosen ingredients (in my illustration,
flux F, quartz Q and red clay RC) you can see that
the outer points of the triangle are all one mineral.
All the others are proportionally mixed. If six parts
is a corner A will be five quartz and one flux, B five
quartz and one red clay, D four quartz, one flux
and one red clay. Everything has to add up to six
parts.
For convenience I make up a batch of each of my
chosen ingredients and make sure they have the
same weight of mineral and water in them. For
example 500g red clay when mixed with water to
weigh 1kg. I use a cookery measuring set and
usually select a tablespoon as a measure but you
can use anything as long as it’s the same every
time. As you can see one triaxial test gives many
different combinations for you to play with and
refine again by, for instance, taking test D on one
corner, L on another and P on the last giving you a
finer tuned glaze. Some of you may be well aware
of the triaxial test but for those to whom it is new,
knock yourself out! The sense of achievement
when your tests come hot out of the kiln sparkling
like the gems they are is the best feeling. "It isn't
something I bought in a bag from Stoke, it's
mine". Not to mention a quarter of the price.
The other important thing Harry taught me was to
think outside the box. His idea of trying to emulate
reduction fired glaze effects in oxidising kilns
stumped him for a long time until he decided to
take out the flesh and bones from the glaze and to
apply it to either greenware or bisque and apply
the blood on top after bisque. The different
thicknesses of application caused many random
effects and so "reactive slip" was born.

Thank you Harry for being my friend.
"May the long time sun shine upon you
All love surround you and the pure light within you
guide your way on"
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Exhibitions - Winchester 2019 Review

The exhibition: Comments from visitors have been
hugely positive. Perhaps just an impression, but many
of the stewards reported fairly superlative comments,
more than at Bishops Kitchen. The exhibition itself
looked brilliant. The room has more natural light than
BK (even though it is winter) and the staggered spread
of tall and short display areas might help in drawing the
eye into the room. At BK we have a problem with
uneven floors and the inability to use the walls (though

we are working on getting similar screens for hanging
more items).
Sales: Sales were high in the first two weeks of
opening - comparable to BK sales. After that they
slowed down greatly, trickling to a few a day in the two
weeks before Christmas. However, they picked up
between Christmas and New Year when there were 48
sales in 6 days. In total sales were 420 pieces.
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Exhibitions - Winchester 2019 Review - cont.
The experience of stewarding: Stewards were
hugely appreciative of the helpfulness of the HCT and
Discovery Centre staff. The collaboration and the
reduced stress with not having to handle sales seems to
have added to the enjoyment of their experience.
Perhaps a more relaxed process than at BK.
Stewarding makes all the difference to enlivening the
atmosphere and attracting sales as well as sorting out
ceramic related questions. So thank you to the
stewards - you've been great!

The workshops and demos: This is the first time we
have offered this type of activity and we need to say a
massive thank you to Cabby Luxford - for organising
them, and to those who volunteered to run them - in
their own time for no financial gain. Annie Flitcroft
provided a day for children to make clay Christmas
decorations. Lesley Dixon created a collaborative
ceramic sculpture involving over 30 participants
attending the library. Mick Dixon and Nadia Hopkins
both provided throwing demonstrations on the potter’s
wheel in the Exhibition area. Although, some of these
events were not as well attended as we would have
liked, they were an excellent advertisement for our
group.

The future: Hampshire Cultural Trust (HCT) are reconsidering their policies for the future. Ours was their
first selling exhibition and I think they are really happy
with the experience and with the profit from the sales.
They are already booked up in terms of exhibitions until
Feb 2021. After that there is a queue already of
organisations that have sought space - assuming their
re-consideration will lead to more of these types of
exhibitions. I think we should put in a request for
another exhibition in November 2021.
Vasu Reddy - Exhibition Coordinator
For further details contact
vasureddyceramics@gmail.com
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Glaze Group Meeting Notes
Minutes: February 2020
Present: Barbie Plastow, Charles Stileman, Tim Thornton, Tom Paine, Lesley Dixon, Mick Dixon, Jan Griffiths,
Nadia Hopkins

Jan Howard
Jan showed asymmetric pot by Ashley Howard. Lots
of running and dribbling of a shiny white glaze with
soft streaked colours and bits in the glaze. This
prompted a discussion about aesthetics. What
acceptable/unacceptable. The general opinion was
that a ‘fault’ could certainly enhance a piece but that
the piece should also display skill in execution.
She also brought ash glaze experiments using the new
rice husk ash sourced by Tim and a different ash from
Japan. The pots had been raw glazed.

Tim Thornton
Tim brought pots he had fired in the Anagama kiln in Oxford
over a number of days.
oil spot glaze - 2 images left
very dark unglazed ware from same kiln - below
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Glaze Group Meeting Notes - cont.

Tim Thornton - cont.
He showed a set of tests using the new rice husk ash.
Recipes adjacent.
(Editor’s note - space does not permit full size reproduction so
please contact Tim if clarification required)

Lesley Dixon
Lesley brought some pots from the start of her Raku
kiln firing experiments. She recommended David
Roberts as a source of information re. Raku. Kiln fired
from 960' - 1000’. The turquoise lustre pitting was
due to underfiring. It can be refired, but there is no
remedy for overfilling. Lesley thought more crazing
desirable on the white crackle glaze. The unexpected
results need to be considered carefully and assessed
over time.
The size of kiln needs to be reduced to speed rise in
temp. and fuel costs, with the capacity to fire small
batch/individual pots an advantage.

“Down Memory Lane” - Nadia found an old
copy of the glaze supplement of the Ceramic
Review dated March 2001 where you can
see Jan Griffiths and Charles Stileman.
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Oxford Anagama
Anagama Firing in Oxford - report by Tim Thornton

I am involved in the Oxford Anagama Project at Wytham, on the
edge of Oxford and part of the University. There I led a firing of
the small test kiln last November, with firings coming up in March
and April this year. The site currently has the test kiln, the larger
Willow kiln, and a pit firing area (Winchcombe's kiln is currently
being relocated by them, and another kiln will be built this
summer). Many of the firings are open to all, and I will be joined
by some other SCG members in April.
There are many approaches to wood firing, but the approach I
take is a slow, extended firing, to bring out the maximum effect
of the ash and flames on the work. Whilst some clays are
relatively unaffected by wood firing, others take on a rich variety
of hues from orange through to deep brown. Ash from the
hearth is carried through the kiln, and lands on the pieces, either
modifying the glaze or, at higher temperatures, melting onto the
work. Also, as the temperature increases the flames carry
vaporised fluxes that also land on the pots.

A key part of a successful firing is the loading of the kiln, positioning pieces bearing in mind the temperature gradient
through the kiln, and the flow of ash and flames round the pieces so they are painted by the firing. Then the kiln is
left, and the temperature rises slowly to about 1000C at the end of the first day. After that, the firing continues for
another 2 or 3 days, up to 1300C, giving time for the colours and finishes to build up on the work. This works out at
well above Cone 12. From 1200C, a number of reduction cycles may be used to further enrich the colouring, though
the reduction tends to darken the colour of the clay.
cont.
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Oxford Anagama - cont.

Firing is very much a team effort.
My preference is to have three shifts
of three people working 4 hours on,
4 hours off, with the lead not taking
a formal shift but appearing at shift
changes and participating whenever
there is a problem, or more
manpower is needed - but others
have their own preferred schedules.
In the early stages the stoking is
slow and relaxed, but becoming a
lot more intensive as the
temperature rises. As important as
throwing logs in is controlling the air
supply - too much air going through
the kiln and all the heat goes up the
chimney, whereas too little means
inefficient firing and reduction.

When the firing is finished, the kiln is closed up. Bricks
are used to close off the stoke holes, and all entrances are
sealed off with clay to let the kiln cool slowly. Then, after
a couple of days, there is the excitement of the opening.
The bricks are removed to open the kiln, ash removed
from the firebox, and the work is taken out. We lay the
work out on the grass as it comes out of the kiln, so we
can assess the effects of different positions in the kiln, and
photograph the work to document the firing. Then the
kiln is cleaned out, ready for next time.
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Studio Tips
3D CAD and 3D Printing to Make a Custom Texture Roller - Nick Taylor
I came to 3D printing about 4 years ago - around the
same time that I re-discovered pottery. My teenage
boys were studying for GCSE Product Design and
Engineering respectively and I thought that having a 3D
printer at home would be useful for them and fun for
me. I’m an electronics design engineer by profession
so 3D printing was very familiar to me. I now regularly
use CAD and printing techniques in my ceramics in a
variety of ways; making the maquette for slip cast
moulds, making stamps and texture rollers, and also
making jigs and fixtures to aid hand building. I’ve
made a lot of mistakes along the way and learnt much
about what you can and can’t do with 3D printers and
the free CAD software available.

not as daunting as it sounds – the patterns are usually
repeated around the roller and I only have to draw a
single example of the pattern and then step and repeat
it around the circumference.

What do I need in order to start 3D printing ?

Creating a new roller design usually takes 10 or 15
minutes. Once the design is completed it needs to be
translated into a format that the printer understands.
This process is similar for every printer although each
printer tends to have slightly different software to do it.
Once converted the print file is loaded into the printer
(mine uses a USB stick), the resin is loaded up and
away we go. The print takes 3 hours or so – but the
great thing about resin printers is that I can print
multiple rollers in one go and it doesn’t take any longer.

The obvious answer would seem to be “a 3D printer”.
However this isn’t necessarily the case as there are
many online businesses who will print your work for you
– albeit at a price. The one thing that you definitely
need is 3D CAD software. Unless you are really serious
you should look at one of the free packages – I use
DesignSpark which is available from https://www.rsonline.com/designspark/mechanical-download-andinstallation. There are many other free packages
available but this is the one that I know and love using.
You will need a few hours spare time to learn how to
create designs using the CAD package. There are many
very helpful videos on YouTube
How much does it cost to get started ?
I have 2 printers which may seem excessive, but they
do quite different jobs. One is an extruded plastic type
which is great for structural parts like jigs and fixtures
and maquettes for slip casting. This cost around £500.
The other is a liquid resin printer which produces very
fine detail but mechanically weaker parts. This I use
for stamps and rollers. The cost of this type of printer
has reduced dramatically recently and a basic one can
be as little as £150. Note that 3D printing can be
messy – but we are potters, right? I keep my printers
in my studio but I would advise covering them up when
you are potting as they need to be kept free from dust
etc.

some of my
custom rollers

I lightly spray the roller with WD40 prior to use
otherwise the clay tends to stick a little. WD40 works
better than water for this and any residue burns off
during bisque firing.

What is the 3D printing process and how long does it
take ?
I like to make my own rollers and stamps. I have a
CAD drawing for a blank roller that fits my MKM
Medium Roller Handle RH-1. MKM have some great
roller designs and I do use them – however I like to
have distinctive textures and patterns that no-one else
uses. Starting with the blank model I add the desired
features to create the pattern I am looking for. This is

greenware and glazed

This is just one simple way of utilising 3 printers in your
pottery. There are many other ways an I am sure I have
only scratched the surface so far.
nick.ceramics@willowbed-design.co.uk
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Studio Tips - cont.
Probably the world’s best sponge on a stick…..
Derek Potts
You will need: some long bamboo skewers, available in lots of places for
about £1; a 2” cube of sponge; a piece of string and a small rubber band.
Any sponge will do, but opt for one that won’t break into crumbly bits too
quickly. I use a car wash sponge, which gives me eight/ten of more cubes.
You can also use “fancy” sponges but more of that later.

Step one: take four of the skewers,
bundle them into a neat group and
tie the blunt ends together. Loop
your small elastic band and put it
over the pointy end of the skewer
bundle. It should hold the group
together, but be possible to push/roll
the band up and down the skewers.

Step two: push the band up to the
stringy end and carefully open out
the pointy ends of the skewers. Place
one of the skewers against one of the
sides of the sponge cube; if the point
of the skewer is at the middle of the
square face of the sponge, you’re
about right. Turn the skewers and
sponge and repeat the skewer
placement on the three remaining
faces.

Tip: try to keep the skewers one beside another in a kind of square formation
(looking end on). It’ll still work if they twist and lay across one
another, but less well and less neatly.
Step three: if you haven’t done it already, push the band towards the
sponge, probably to rest against it. That tightens the grip of the skewers on
the sponge and voila, you’re done.
It’s up to you whether you leave the points on the skewers or trim the off.
With the ends of the skewers half way up the sponge I’ve not yet caused any
damage to the inside of pots with skewer ends.
cont. on next page
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Studio Tips - cont.

With this sponge on a stick you can easily take the sponge out for a good
clean, swap to a new sponge, hold a sponge you’ve made to a specific shape
and, you can use “fancy” sponges like this cosmetic sponge I “borrowed” from
my granddaughter. It has a lovely shape; it’s a firm sponge with a fine grain
so a useful finishing sponge. Fitted with a sponge like this your sponge on a
stick doubles as a useful throwing stick, giving you the reach to get a firm,
controllable rounded bit of sponge into the inner walls of a pot when the pot
neck is too small for your hand.

You’ll see in the last picture I’ve moved from rubber bands to small washers
as an alternative that doesn’t snap. Any suitably sized “ring” of various
materials will work.
I hope it works as well for you as it does for me

derek@upstairscreative.com

Members Profile - Fiona Kelly
A Passion for Pots
After a day spent potting with my Mum at
adult education classes in Burton-on-Trent
aged 12, I promised myself I’d go to
evening classes when I got my first fulltime job. So I enrolled for classes at
Goldsmiths’ College London, which after
three years became a part-time two year
course 1981-3.
Clay is a magical material with a myriad
uses: from the gloss coating on the
pages of up-market magazines to the
heat resistant tiles on space craft. I use
a stoneware clay that I fire to 1280C in
an electric kiln. To start with the soft
plastic clay for throwing or hand building,
and end with a dinner service or a mug
you can use daily for years gives me huge
pleasure. I like everything I make to
have a use, though I thoroughly
appreciate non-functional ceramics and
sculpture made by many other ceramic
artists.
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Members Profile - Fiona Kelly cont.
My work has slowly evolved over the years. All my fish decoration
came about from thinking my original squared-off dishes looked like
sardine tins. New designs have been added following commissions and
taking part in exhibitions with a specific theme, like Purbeck Art Weeks.
Coming up with new ideas is often a light bulb moment.
I make a very broad range of pieces, from casseroles to ceramic button
greetings cards, with different designs – fish, grapes, hearts and glaze
on glaze decoration. After having met a soap maker who asked me to
make some soap dishes for her, they are now a firm favourite; the small
amount of clay involved allows me to experiment with lots of colour and
designs. For the these I use manufactured colours, but on my
production ware the slips for colour and glazes are all mixed from the
raw materials.
Forty years on, my love of clay continues – after moving to
Bournemouth, having four daughters and stepping down from working
in tourism and construction with my husband, I’m now able to indulge
my passion. So in 2013, having sold my pottery in Wareham (top end
of Poole Harbour) my base for twenty years, when the opportunity
arose to take over the Creative Gallery in St John’s Hill, Wareham, we
took on the challenge. We now run it as a co-operative with painters
and other makers allowing all of us making time while taking turns to
serve the public – often creating while on duty.
The Creative had been established in 2005 by Cliff and Graham Towler
who remain as our resident artists. Wendy Nutt is our resident
silversmith, Caroline Parrott creates dyed aluminium jewellery and
silhouettes, with the jewellery of Rose Hatcher regularly exhibited.
Linda Rowe creates the fused glass always in stock and Helen Francis’
fabulous mixed media/textile pictures are available as cards, prints and
framed images. Rosemarie James was our other resident potter until
her retirement last Christmas, her place has been taken by Frauke Fege
who makes porcelain and sculptural ceramics. To keep things fresh we
have a programme of guest makers, with monthly changing exhibitions.

I like to visit other potters/galleries when
travelling, and hope to do some short
courses at some point in the future to
extend my making and glazing repertoire –
but haven’t found the time yet! I try to go
to Ceramic Art London every year –
attending for the full three days allows me
to go to all the talks/demos – there’s
always something to learn from others’
practices. Doing fairs in Dorset,
Hampshire and Wiltshire and working in
the gallery keeps me in touch with the
public. I also sell at Nadder & Wylye in
Southbourne, Everycloud Gallery in
Dorchester and the Jill Rousseau Gallery in
Bideford, as well as exhibiting regularly
with East Dorset Potters, Rose Hatcher and
Southern Ceramic Group.
www.fionakellypots.co.uk
www.creativegallerywareham.co.uk
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Demonstrations
Ceramics Group Demonstration Review: Michael Flynn
Porchester Community Centre,19 Jan 2020
Mick Flynn entertained about 40 SCG members with tales of his life, -with an
illustrated talk of his ceramic and pottery adventures in more than 20 countries
over 50 years. Mick went to art school at 15, then taught drawing, did not like
teaching, learned ceramics, and never looked back. Crazy animal and human
forms, wall plaques, tiles, from miniature to twice life size, and drawings to be
found in museums around the world and in private collections.
Mick showed us how he builds. He uses heavily grogged clays, which suit his
construction techniques, which defy conventional rules of handling and joining
clay. At no time did we see clay being joined after careful scoring and coating
with slip.
All his animal forms are built hollow. Using the clay provided (Scarva
hand build) Mick took clay straight from the bag, and made hollow
tapering cylinders, using only his hands, and a pencil. The bodies/ torsos
– if they tapered to the top they were female, if broader at the top then
male.
Thighs and upper arms are made separately then calves and lower arms –
all about the same size- they could be adjusted as needed later. Ideally,
these body parts would be left overnight to become leather hard.
Shoulder, neck and head (all hollow) added to the torso – left to harden
up (with the aid of a heater).

Upper arm sections are attached to lower arm at the elbow using the Flynn
joining method:
• Dip the end to be joined in water
• Take a coil of fresh clay from the bag and press onto and into the water
dipped end
• Break off some of the lower arm clay and press onto the upper arm tube at
the desired angle
• Add the wrist – dip the end of the lower arm in water, and add a lump of clay
from the bag to make the wrist.
• Pierce the wrist with the sharp end of the pencil so the link of lower arm to
wrist is hollow.
• Add thumb and fingers as short sausages of fresh clay.

Legs and feet are made “quasi modo”,
allowed to dry, then limbs are attached to the torso – dip in water, and join
by pressing in fresh clay. Using this method of building Mick has fired wet
clay creations in a raku kiln, yielding a bisc fired product in 1 hour. [Ian
Gregory tells the same story using paper clay. Both makers emphasise that
the pieces they make are built hollow, with thin walls].
Mick constructed a pig and a human form – Cabby and Helen have completed
them and bisc fired – images left and right above.
Zyg Kruk
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Next Copy Deadline:

7 June 2020

Please send contributions to:

neilhdewey@gmail.com

Next Newsletter due:

1 July 2020

Advertisements
Interested in advertising in the Southern Ceramic Group Newsletter?
If so please contact Rolf Hawkins:

rookerypotts@gmail.com

The rates for advertising are:

SCG Members: Free
Commercial B&W/Colour:
Full Page
£20
Half Page
£10
Quarter Page £5

New Members
Interested in becoming a member of the Southern Ceramic Group?
Application forms can be found on the Group’s website at:
https://www.southernceramicgroup.org.uk/join/
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